THE

peri d
bracelet
The period bracelet is the abacus for periods. It is an
easy way to keep track of your menstrual cycle to help
you know when to expect your period.

Build a
Period
Bracelet
UNIQUE TO YOU

Because every girl has a different menstrual cycle length, you need to create a period bracelet unique to
you. Some girls have period cycles as short as 21, while some have periods cycles as long as 40. Whatever
your menstrual cycle length is, the Period Bracelet is for you. In the period bracelet kit, you are provided with
a fishing line (to string together your beads), 10 red beads, and 40 white/black beads. That is 50 beads
altogether! You do not need all 50 beads to make a period bracelet, but we need you to have as many as
you can, just in case. We have given you so many beads to be able to construct a period bracelet no matter
your period cycle length.

Build Your Unique Period Bracelet in 3 Easy Steps

1.

On the day you see your period first, place one RED bead into the fishing line that you are using to
make your period bracelet. Do this every day until your period stops. That is, if you saw your periods
for 5 days, you will now have 5 red beads in the fishing line. You will have something looking like this
below.

2.

On the days that you do not see your period, add a white/black bead. Do this every day until your
period shows up again, That is, if you did not see your period for 23 days, you will now have 5 red
beads and 23 white/black beads in the fishing line. You will have something looking like this below.
Your bracelet is now complete!

3.

The RED beads indicate days you are on your period and the white/black beads
indicate days you are off your period. You can now knot both ends of the fishing line
and wear your period bracelet around your wrist! What you should have created
should look something like this to your right.

The last beads closest to
the first bead represent
days we may suffer from
premenstrual syndrome or
PMS.

Quick
Facts

The middle bead
indicates Ovulation.

The RED beads stand for
blood, signifying the days of
your period. The first red
bead is counted as the 1st
bead.

The beads close to the
middle bead indicate days
when you're most fertile
and most likely to get
pregnant.

Try to note what bead you are on by marking the first day you see your period as the first red bead, and then
start counting clockwise. This way, you can always tell when your period is coming next.
Via our period bracelet, we are increasing menstrual awareness. The period bracelet helps end period stigma
as young schoolgirls wear them to show their support while using the bracelet to track their cycle.

With PadHer, every day is Period Awareness Day (P.A.D)

